Corner Radius Guide
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See page 2 for instructions.
Need help? Call our experts!

1-800-541-0271

PioneerTablePads.com
If you know your table
manufacturer name and style
number, you do not need to
give us this measurement.
We may already have
it on file.

Measure the line
below to test:
if it is not exactly
6 inches long,
the scale is wrong.
Be sure your printer’s
“scaling” setting is set
to “100% scale” or
“no scaling.”
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Corner Radius Guide Instructions
Need help? Call our experts!

1-800-541-0271

PioneerTablePads.com

1. Measure the test line at
the bottom of page 1 to
make sure the scale of the
printout is accurate.

Radius Too Small
(Hangs over)
Radius Too Large
(Doesn’t fully
cover table top)

2. Cut out the radius you
think is closest to your
table’s corners.
3. Compare that radius to
the flat top surface only.
Do not include any lip,
bevel, rolled or sloping
edges:
Correct
(Exactly fits
top surface)

4. If the radius is too small or too large, try a different one. (If none of these sizes is
correct, you can make a pattern instead. See instructions on our website.)
5. Give us the correct radius.
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